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CENTRE REPORT

Dear Members

Creative Kids Holiday Program, new members and plenty of studio time have been

keeping our flourishing community a buzz over the school holidays and the centre is

glowing and ready for term 3!

Wow! How fast time flies when you’re having fun!

Olivia Laita is our new Office Assistant and has made a wonderful addition to our

http://pdf.mailerlite.com/removessl_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f643574336c39


team bringing with her a wealth of knowledge she will be in the office Tuesdays and

Thursdays making magic, pop in and say hello!

Jennifer Lange is the new addition to our teacher’s team on Thursday Evening with

Eloise - she takes over from Pauline McCoy who is taking time for her own studio

practice.

Maureen is our new centre cleaner as we farewell Rhonda Jameson who has

devotedly cleaned the whole of ASP each week to ensure staff and students have a

clean space to work in. She is often the “silent” staff member as due to her working

hours people rarely see her. Rhonda is a potter herself and is now taking time to see

what direction life will take her. We wish her all the best as she comes to terms with

the big changes that have recently occurred in her world and as she moves to

the thing she wants to do next. 

We are excited to welcome some new exhibitors into the Box Gallery – if you are still

thinking about how your ceramics would look on the shelf don’t hesitate to apply as

we still have some prime spots up for grabs – click here to apply now.

A wonderful team of volunteers headed by Siriporn spent a considerable time in the

studio cleaning up some areas in need, meticulously cleaning each plaster mould and

organising the wheels, newspaper and wedging tables to name a few. Should anyone

need to dry out some clay we now have the wonderful plaster boards beside the

washing machine for this purpose. Peter Lange and Simon Leong organised our new

chairs to match our wheels. So excellent to have our members on board to support

the wellbeing of our much loved studio space! Please let us know at the office if you

are interested in gifting any of your valuable time to the centre – we would love to

hear from you.

Our Residency Pods are almost complete!

Frank Checketts Terry Smith and Mike Donaldson have been "crazy busy" getting our

pods ready for some lucky artist! Who could be the residing artist? How about you?

The Pool Room is currently showcasing Frank Checkett's Slab Building class. A

glorious textural wonderland! Come and enjoy before the next exhibition treat

arrives.

With all of the extra pressure on the kiln shed - we have recently been given the go-

ahead to hire a Kiln Technician! So… if this sounds like you check out the link below

for more information on how to apply. Aiden’s job role will be moving to “Glaze

Technician”

Looking forward to the next Film night, Tales from Jingdezhen, Fire and Clay and the

Great Mugging, and the all mighty Big Clay Day Out.

https://form.jotform.co/90558497979887


Lois became involved with the Centre many years ago

after visiting one of our early BCDOs. She had retired

from a working life based around fabrics, both in

retailing and using to make a wide range of clothes and

furnishings. She soon showed that her natural skills

with her hands worked equally well with clay. She took

to clay by way of complete immersion in the medium,

and her hand built pieces grew in skill and size with

breath-taking speed. She took on life size animal

portraits, figurative busts even, for me, a full size life-

Thank you to the ongoing support from the community the extra hands that jump in

and help around the centre even loading and unloading kilns – it is much appreciated.

Lastly - ASP sadly farewells Life-member, Lois Jameson who passed away peacefully at

home. Our hearts and thoughts are with her family at this time. Please take the time

to read about her in Peter Lange's article below. 

REMEMBERING LOIS JAMESON
We farewell a Life Member

buoy in terracotta. A ceramic wisecrack that delighted both of us. Her delight at being

embraced by the ASP “family” was very evident and I think made her retirement a lot

more enjoyable. She claimed to be a bit shy and retiring but she was so full of

interesting knowledge and personal history that she was always great company.

Her big adventure, heading off to Canada at the age of 80, was a typically intrepid

plan. We were happy to see her come back to Auckland eventually and, while we

haven’t see much of her at the ASP since then it was good to know that having her as

a Life Member kept that family feeling going.

She of course was our hardworking cleaner for many years, well supported by

Rhonda for some of that time, and it was always a pleasure for my Monday morning

class to arrive to a sparkling workshop and house.

She was an inspiration, particularly to those among us who are heading into

retirement - get stuck in, enjoy your creative side and make stuff. Always make stuff.

Throw in a bit of a curveball at times as well.



We’ll miss her and I’ll always treasure her friendship and inspiration. And a couple of

pieces I own.

To her family from the ASP - our deepest sympathy and love.

- Peter Lange

Photo courtesy of Rhonda Jameson

UPCOMING EVENTS



Friday, 2 August 2019 - 6.30pm

ASP Movie Night: Warren
Tippett

A glimpse into the life of Warren -

a seminal figure in the history of New

Zealand studio ceramics.

Members only, please bring a plate

to share.

CLICK HERE TO RSVP

https://form.jotform.co/92021163884859
https://form.jotform.co/92021163884859


Wednesday, 7 August 2019 at 7pm

Tales from Jingdezhen

Join Stuart Spackman, Emily Siddell and

Mark Goody as they tell of their ceramic

adventures each having just recently

visited  Jingdezhen, China.

All members welcome, please bring a

plate to share.

Click HERE to RSVP

Switching Boxes - Box Gallery

It’s a new Term and  there are new

exhibitors! Come along and see the new

work

There are still some sales spaces

available – so don’t be shy!

Click here to book a Box! 

OPEN CALLS & OPPORTUNITIES

Zagreb Ex Tempore -
Ceramics Festival, 5 - 10
September 2019

Hanibal Savaro, Art Director of the

Ladica Fine Arts & Design Centre, has

sent through an invitation for anyone

interested in submitting work for this

event. The timeline is tight - submissions

must be in by 31 August 2019. If you are

interested, email  zagrebclayfest@gmail.com for the application form and further

information.

https://form.jotform.co/92038740869871
https://form.jotform.co/90558497979887
https://form.jotform.co/90558497979887
https://form.jotform.co/90558497979887
mailto:zagrebclayfest@gmail.com


DISCUSSING GOOD DESIGN
by Margaret Bray

The evening of July 5th featured a forum

at Auckland Studio Potters.  Invited

were a panel of five outstanding potters

and ceramic artists:  Renton Murray,

Brendan Adams, Christine Thacker, Peter

Lange and John Parker.  They each

selected three works

each from our huge bisque collection, to

show and discuss with the audience.  

The collection is housed on the shelves that line the lunchroom walls.  They are full of

the amazing work left here from visiting demonstrator artists – pots and objects that

amuse and inspire, marking time in ASP’s teaching history.  Some pieces are

fragile… handles (etc) break in their non vitreous state.  Some have been high

fired bisque to improve their strength when handled.  A few years back, information

to identify began being written on the underside of the pieces – this referencing

continues to be added as information is gleaned from people’s memories and

knowledge. 

Renton Murray commenced the evening with a tea bowl made by

Warren Mackenzie (Minnesota, USA).  The trimming to Renton, is ‘to die for’ noting the

cut marks on the bottom, admiring the boldness, the quickness of the application of

trimming tool, and the impression it gave him of just being lovely to eat out of. 

Renton shared his memories of this unpretentious artist; never in his shop; but busy

in the workshop making pots as he loved to do.  Of the thousands of pots he made,

he didn’t charge much, describing his work as “the odd one being pretty good, most

were ok and some terrible.”  

Brendan started with a piece by Steve Fullmer (Nelson) recalling the creative

approach to slab work that was demonstrated one year at ASP.  Steve used a very

basic bump mould, seemingly whipped up on arrival to Auckland – this intrigued and

influenced Brendan’s own work.  It also got a few minds whirring in the

audience tonight.  Later, Brendan’s second chosen piece was another ‘Bump Mould’

piece, this time a decorative teapot by Akio Takemori (Japan).  This piece was made on

Akio’s visit to ASP in 1992.  This piece has lines and decoration making it jump even



further- using this very simple gravity mould to produce a pillowed form. Brendan

describes it as almost endless what you can do with them.  Christine followed

this with another example of Akio’s work done at the same time.  This sculpture is

a great moon head laying on an arm.  The large pillowed form is open across the

whole skull cap so that the viewer can see the decorations inside his head – the

dreamlike and sexual images and lines were painted at leather-hard, inside and out. 

This was a large scale to be working on for a demonstration – sponges were used to

prop up the piece as it hardened, Akio would have had to work deftly and quickly to

keep it from collapsing.  The result is a piece Christine describes as ‘partway to

abandoning the vessel, eventually all figurative and very humane.’  

Christine’s first item was a small jug made by Hilary Kerrod (Waiheke Island).  This

piece was glaze fired showing the photocopy monoprint and screen print transfer

technique Hilary uses.  The images are personal, demonstrating life growing

up on the islands of Kiribati where her father worked.   The form itself is confronting –

Christine describes as ‘quasifunctional’ i.e. based on a functional piece but some

elements, for example the rough rim, say; “Don’t Drink from Me!”  The audience

asked; “Why does this pot work?”  Christine responded that “the technique is

successful, it holds together, it is structural, it is not functional, but the decoration

adds to the mysterious nature of the pot, it makes you think.” 

Christine provided her thoughts on design compiled with reference to ‘Principles of

3D Design’ by Wucius Wong; 

1 Technique… How has the piece been made, and does it appear proficient? 

2 Function… is the piece sculptural or utilitarian? 

3  Form/shape…  what information does the form give?  Identify the positive and

negative shapes. 

4  Elements… what are added elements? e.g. spout, handles, added 3D features. 

5  Balance… applies to both physical and visual equilibrium. 

6  Proportions… size relationships of the parts as they relate to each other and to the

body. 

7  Texture…  is there any, does it provide surface interest, does it add to or complicate

the work. 

8  Unity…  does the work look integrated?  Do all the features add to the work?  I

always think if features do not add to the work then they take away from the overall

look of unity. 

9  Variety…  this creates interest in a work.  It prolongs our perception, encourages us

to look a bit longer but too much can make for confusion. 



10  PS…  sometimes makers purposefully exaggerate all these elements to successful

effect in which case none of this applies!!  

Peter started with a piece by former

student, Ta Iuli.  Peter teaches students

to ‘throw pretty straight’ then ‘find your

own rhythm’.  Ta quickly found his

rhythm, and Peter likes that this

is how his teaching can be used (or in

this case ignored!) Peter just loves the

resulting work; the form, the way it’s

covered in people doing interesting

things. 

John presented the work of Joan

Campbell (Australia) a very important

artist of her time, travelling to America to

work with Paul Soldner and in Australia

working with artists from around the

world. Her strong and somewhat

precariously balanced forms were ground-breaking and took Raku from being a party

trick to being worthy of serious consideration.   

Renton’s second piece was a mug by

Linda Christianson (Minnesota, USA). He

described how she took her time over

making them, especially the lengthy

process involved in making the handles. 

One of Warren  Mackenzie’s  students,

she had picked up the fun ‘Minnesota

Handle’ characterised with a fat/thin/fat

shape. 

Peter’s next piece was a work by

Torbjørn Kbasø  (Norway).   Peter started

with a quote by Lex, some advice before

demonstrating to an audience “throw

thick Peter, they’ll never know!”  Tørbjorn

worked with porcelain, but his throwing



is very thick, technically different,

porcelain was associated with thin

translucency, but in this case used in a

very relaxed, freeing and enjoyable way. 

The result is  an attractive softness.

Tørbjorn could make a whole teapot all

at once, while very wet.   This showed

skill  and  technique to balance  the piece

and make it work. 

John showed us the work of Shigeo Shiga

(Japan).  As a high school student during

WW2 Shigeo was conscripted into war

service, as the runt of his class  he

was  further conscripted to the

kamikaze.   His mission was scheduled

late 1945, fortunately barely weeks after

the war ended.    Shigeo went

to  Australia  to experiment with “unknown” clays alongside other  artists.   Shigeo

established a pottery, as well as teaching and holding workshops around Australia

and New Zealand.    His work consumed most of his life and he was a master of all

aspects of  clay work, throwing turning and hand-building but particularly in the

development of new glazes. 

Renton’s final piece was one by Jeff Oestreich (Minnesota, USA), a piece thrown as a

ring then attached to a slab base.  Renton describes the throwing as being done really

slowly, with ‘soft’ fingers, and nice marks with a rib.   Renton really takes pleasure in

the softness of the throwing. 



Christine’s final piece was a jug superbly thrown by Ross Mitchell Anyon (Whanganui). 

Again, the softness of the clay was mentioned, the thumb-print visible pushing in the

handle where it joins the body.   The twist in the handle is very comfortable to hold

and the form becomes figurative, the silhouette of someone reaching down to adjust

their underpants.   Something, once you see, you can’t unsee!   Ross and friends had

locations on the sides of roads where they would go and dig their supplies of

‘Pahiatua’ clay.  On found clay; Matt McLean added that the material tells the story of

the plate (shape), that the shape is integral to the geology of the clay – that clay can

dictate and lend itself to suggest shapes.

Peter unwrapped a small pinch pot by Ron Nagle (California, USA) as his final piece;

‘essence of mug’.  Peter explained how he chose ‘pots that added more information to

my life’ for his line-up tonight.   Ron Nagle works small (using jewellers' glasses), his

mother was a hobby ceramist/china painter and he is also a musician – his work sells

for thousands of dollars.

John finished with work by John Pollex  (Plymouth, England).   The plates hanging on

the wall at ASP are indicative of work John did as a slip-trailing decorator in traditional

style, but he later used vibrant colours and abstract application in his slip painted

works.   Some characteristic  John Pollex  sayings; “Let’s go down to the Bernard, the

Bernard Leach, the beach”.  And, “Let’s have a cup of Lucie, a Lucie Rie, a cup of tea”.   

Ian Smail wrapped up the discussion when asked about rules; he said “its how you

respond to it.  If it works for you then that’s the rule.” 



A fantastic evening, thought provoking, inspiring and a delicious supper, thanks to Jill

Duncalfe for chairing and coordinating the event. 

Photos: Top left: examples of work, left to right; Jeff Oestreich, Ta Iuli, Steve Fulmer, (front) Torbjorn Kvasbo.

Peter Lange with Ta Iuli's work; John Parker with Joan Campbell's work; Renton Murray with Linda Christianson's

work.

Bottom trio: clockwise; Brendan Adams with Takeshi Yusada's work; Christine Thacker with Ross Mitchell Anyon's

work; detail of Ron Nagel's pinch pot.

All photos courtesy of Margaret Bray

THIS YEAR'S STUDENT EXHIBITION
EXPLORES CLAY'S POTENTIAL

by Jill McNaughton

The ASP Student Exhibition displayed in the Pool Room in late May this year, ran the

gamut of processes, styles and clays. The exhibition was curated by the Tuesday

morning’s class. This was a very well thought out display; pieces complimented each

other with their positioning.

With just over 40 entries the exhibition demonstrated the range of possibilities with

clay and the depth of knowledge being passed on to students. There were raku

firings, naked raku with porcelain, wood firing and a pit firing by Adele Foster,

exhibiting her very skilled throwing and enhancing her pot by pit firing her piece.

There was a really good range of hand building, with a topical item from Andi Wake

with ‘Two Friends’, a response to the Christchurch mosque attack. Several pieces used

mould making with one moving entry by Yvonne Bublitz, ‘Betrayal,’ is a red heart

made in a mould and with the spikes added by hand. Another entry that pulled at the



heartstrings was ‘In Loving Memory of Steve’ an adorable hand built teddy bear by

Rachel Sai. Many experienced hand builders demonstrated their vast skill sets, Terry

Smith with his hand built and colourful ‘Bird’ and the talented Hazel Kerr with ‘The

Oyster Shells’. Hazel can transform clay in such effective ways and in this example the

clay waves had so much movement.   Jacqueline Kampen ‘And the Trumpets Shall

Blow’ demonstrated how tilting a series of wheel thrown stoneware vases on various

angles can be so effective and attractive.

When asked to write a review it made me think I needed to say more than there is

such a vast array of talent. With class sizes on the constant rise I wanted to dig deeper

into why there is such a meteoric rise in the making and interest of ceramics. Some

online research led me to Toby Brundin, director of Ceramic Art London, viewpoint

written in an article in The Guardian. “The urge to take up pottery”, he says, “goes

hand in hand with the recent boom in knitting, sourdough bread-baking and craft

beer brewing. It’s all connected. If you pick up a pot – which is shorthand for any

ceramic object – a lot of it’s about texture and there’s no way to digitise it. There are

no shortcuts in the making. If you lose concentration, you’re screwed. It’s so rudely

analogue that it’s an antidote to the analytical, screen-based way that most of us

spend our working, and a big chunk of our non-working, lives. People are craving

physical experience.”

I personally love the fact that there is so much interest in craft making again. With this

new interest come more makers and a better appreciation and understanding of the

beauty and processes of clay.   The youth and their take on crafts, especially in

pottery, is exciting to see. The interest in ceramics is resulting in record auction prices

in England. A Hans Coper piece recently sold for  ₤381, 000 at auction, more than

double the previous record for a Coper, ‘a reflection that ceramic art is currently

experiencing something of a boom’.

Pottery classes are now bursting at the seams in many countries and Instagram

superstars being created. “Instagram is a key driver for the younger generation of

makers,” says Brundin. “It’s changing the way they sell.”

“One reason why ceramics feels quite ‘buzzy’ at the moment”, says Helen Ritchie,

Curator of Applied Arts at Cambridge’s Fitzwilliam Museum, “is that we are seeing

younger collectors. That idea of spending more on something and buying less is

spreading. You do see people spending on something handmade that they really love

rather than buying something mass-produced or disposable.”

Fortunately for ASP we have innovative young artists signing on and one of the

exciting new talents is Bronwyn Mason, who won the student exhibition prize. The

prize of a term’s free tuition was voted by visitors and Bronwyn’s cleverly named ‘A

Rune with a View’ was such a quirky, colourful example of how effective hand building



can be. Her work introduces a magical and mystical twist to the small vases/pots and

by adding various colours, symbols and the ingenious title demonstrates she is a

talent to follow and it will be wonderful to watch her talent continue to grow.

In my early twenties (just the other day??) I attended pottery classes and coming back

to clay has been such a welcomed relief from a world that seems to be in fast

acceleration mode. Somewhere in the past few decades’ many humans seem to think

by constantly rushing they are striving for a better life/lifestyle. Personally, this

thinking is the complete antitheses of what life is about. Sitting on the wheel or hand

building and creating with clay is the closest experience to complete zen, for me.

Perhaps with the growing numbers and of talent at ASP I am not alone in my thinking.

Photos, left to right: Bronwyn Mason 'A Rune with a View'; Jaqueline Kampen 'And the Trumpets  Shall Blow'; Rachel

Sai 'In  Loving Memory of Steve'.

Photos courtesy of Bronwyn Mason and Catherine Spence

TWO CENTS AND ONE TIME AROUND
THE WHEEL

by Suzy Dünser

One thought I had after the excellent discussion evening at the Centre last week (see

article by Margaret Bray) was that we have not historically had much higher education

in ceramics in New Zealand, and possibly as a result of that, many of our most

accomplished potters design by intuition.  

As the panel and audience talked about the pots they liked, the emphasis was often

on the idea that there were no rules. While I absolutely agree that rules are made to

be broken, and often are with great success, I think it helps students who may not

have that intuition to have some guidance about where to start. (For those who are

looking for guidance on form, two excellent books in the ASP library are Robin

Hopper’s  Functional Pottery  and Daniel Rhodes’  Pottery Form, and there are also

others.) It’s often hard to know what you’re actually seeing. In my tribute to Merilyn

Wiseman last month, I alluded to this with the point that copying what someone else

has done is harder than one might expect.  

I have been invited to write a semi-regular column on ceramic design for the

newsletter. This sounds pretty intimidating to me, but what I would like to do is talk

about a few ways I have learned to see aspects of pottery over the years. For my first



topic, I would like to reflect on Peter Lange’s mug spiral. 

Spirals and koru are ubiquitous in New Zealand design, and a natural decorative

element to introduce to pottery, since you’ve got the turning wheel to assist you. In

the photos below, the mug on the left is by Peter, and the one on the right was made

by a visiting student who was trying to copy what he did. (Obviously there are other

differences between the two mugs, but for this exercise I’m only going to look at the

spiral.) I asked a non-potter friend to tell me which one of these spirals he thought

was “better”. Interestingly, although he was sure he liked the spiral on Peter’s mug

better, he couldn’t say why, or describe the difference – until I showed him what it

was, and then he could see it. Here are the two key points about Peter’s mug spirals: 

1. The spiral goes around the cylinder only once (also true for the student mug),

and stops below the rim with a full circle defining the rim.  

2. The mark is made by actually moving the clay inwards with the side of the rib,

not by digging the corner of the rib in and making a line. 

Why do these things matter? In both cases, I believe it’s because they contribute to

seeing the clay as a soft material, and to capturing the movement in the creation of

the pot. (I’ll talk about defining rims another time.) Learning to time the speed with

which you pull the rib up with the speed of the wheel, and learning to push the clay in

without ripping your pot in half are of course a whole other story, but you need to see

that’s what’s happening before you can even try to achieve it. 

Does this mean that a spiral that goes around the pot more than once is a stylistic

failure, or that you never want to draw a line that is just an indentation? Of course

not. The point here is that Peter has made decisions about how his pots will look, and

repeats what he has done each time he makes a mug. The mugs are not identical, but

are identifiable as his. Anyone who makes and develops their own style will also be

creating “rules” – some of which will draw from ancient or more recent ideas about

balance, proportion, etc, and others that contradict them. But whichever way you

decide to go, I think it’s better to make those decisions from an informed perspective.

The history is there – we might as well use it. 

Photos courtesy of Suzy Dünser



A great event! I missed out on all the

pots I bid on so I am really keen for this

kind of auction to become an annual

event…..by which time I will have figured

out the bidding process properly! 

Joelle March pulls out the lucky ticket

SHARING THE LOVE - Anne Jone's gift to
the pottery community

by Catherine Spence

The love was definitely shared! 'Share

the Love' was an auction put together by

Jacqui  Johnson  on behalf of  Anne

Jones  who had decided to pare down

her  treasured  ceramics collection.

However,  Anne  didn’t want her beloved

pots  of early NZ ceramics  to go to just

anyone – but to people who would really

love them. I believe she got her wish –

and thanks to her generosity, all the

funds that resulted from the sale went to

ASP. 

When the final bids were in there were Peter  Stitchbury’s, Warren Tippet’s, Len

Castle’s, Andrew van der Putten’s plus various unknown but  very  pretty little pots

flying out the door. Some of the Barry Brickel pots heading out the door

were going ”back to the Coromandel” said the collector who had traveled in just for

the auction. 

Every single thing sold; and the lovely collection of glass was raffled off with Joelle

March pulling out the lucky number that belonged to Val Foley. 



CLASS CHALLENGES
by Catherine Spence

All ASP classes offer a wealth of learning opportunities – for both beginners to pottery

and to those who have been around the wheel a few times.

Jo-Anne Raill’s students employed her lessons to have a go at creating drinking

vessels that were both wheel thrown and handbuilt in their making, whilst Frank

Checketts’ class has a show on right now in the Pool Room of wonderful examples of

the slab building techniques and processes he taught them.

What will be the Term 3 challenge?



       Photos top: anonymous, as Frank Checketts  specified for the show. Photos bottom: Left; Kay Airey. Right; Trina

Bicknell

Photos courtesy of Catherine Spence

MUSICAL CHAIRS IN THE STUDIO
by Peter Lange

Wheel throwers might notice a whole new layout for the wheels, trays and seats in

the main studio. Simon and I set it up hoping to shortcut the usual Monday morning

shambles of my students trying (and failing) to find the matching sets. I have set the

seats to British Standard throwing height (still a couple of taller seats to come) so if

your feet can’t reach the pedals comfortably then you have choices:

1. Find a lower wheel. Simple. 

2. Put the pedal up on a brick 

Or (absolutely) last resort: Find a lower seat. 

If you do this you might find that your body is sitting at an uncomfortably low level -

that is one of the reasons why we have gone to the trouble of standardising the gear.

You need to have some body weight over the clay. 

Then put the old seat back before you leave. Please. 

I know I’m optimistic and experience tells me that any group of potters is naturally

uncontrollable and non-conforming but I do have a solution that involves wires

between the seats and the wheels and increasing the power supply to 10,000 volts. 



ANDREA DU CHATENIER - MOONAGE
DAYDREAMS

by Suzy Dünser

Moonage Daydream is a large scale

exhibition of work by sculptor Andrea du

Chatenier, whose practice spans over 20

years. Her ceramic works have

appeared, and won awards, in the most

recent Portage Ceramic Awards and

Wallace Art Awards.

This exhibition features figurative works

from the last ten years and ceramic

works from the last five. The figurative

works are in a variety of materials,

including ceramic, but the majority of the

ceramic works are abstract, displaying wide variety of treatments of form and surface.

The show is spread across the whole ground floor (there are a few works upstairs as

well), with the Ballroom dedicated to ceramic works made in the last 12 months. 

These recent works employ bright

colours and dripping glazes, with

structured forms beneath, and seem to

have messages or stories to convey.

With their precarious appendages and

fortuitous drips (how many failures for

each successful piece?), they also speak

of the artist’s willingness to experiment

in her pursuit of understanding the

materials she’s working with. They

encourage close viewing and, for those

of us who also make ceramic work, a

wonderment that some of the pieces have survived not only firing, but being moved

from one place to another.

These are works that are intimately and intrinsically ceramic, but completely divorced

from the vessel tradition. Andrea du Chatenier is among a number of artists around



the world pursuing this path in clay, but one of very few in New Zealand taking this

approach. Whether you love or hate what you see in the photos, this is work worth

seeing in person.

Moonage Daydream is on from now until 1 September at the TSB Wallace Arts Trust,

Pah Homestead.

Photos courtesy of Suzy Dünser

ASP 's Doggy Business

Our canine friends have become the center topic after several official complaints laid.

With the increase in membership, there has been a corresponding increase in the

number of canines present during classes and studio time.

The Committee does not want to overrule on how to attend to dogs onsite so we are

asking dog owners and Members to gather your thoughts and offer some ideas of

how best to manage these issues so we can continue to keep our canine friends

company.

Please click HERE to give any ideas or thoughts you might have to help with

resolving this issue - Last date to send in is 31st July.

Some of the complaints are:

https://form.jotform.co/92028526683866


Unleashed in class – dogs free in class roaming or lying about blocking pathways for

potters balancing a plank of thrown pots

Doggy Do– There are dog excrement not being picked up, being trodden on and

traipsed through the ASP buildings

Dining Area – Dogs in the dining area, sitting at the table and eating off ASP plates

Please note: There are 2 members who are terrified of dogs and one who is allergic –

they have not laid complaints and wish to remain anonymous

ALL CARE AND NO RESPONSIBILITY
(with a silverlining)

by Suzy Dünser

Place a pot upon this shelf

If you don’t want to fire it yourself.

But keep in mind that if you do

You won’t know what your pot goes through. 

It could get moved to another place 

That gets it fired at a furious pace.

It could get chipped, it might just fall

It might not even get fired at all.

We try our best to take all care

And true disasters are quite rare.

But if the worst should come to pass

And the very best pot you made in class,

The one that was clearly red and green

Has come out somehow in-between - 

A purplish brown, a deadly grey

With drips that appeared along the way -

Please don’t freak out or have a fit

Just put it away and wait a bit.

And in a week or maybe two

When you view that pot anew,

You may be amazed or at least surprised

To find it’s changed before your eyes



And you’ll feel great instead of defeated

And wonder how you’ll ever repeat it.

Kiln Technician Position Available

The Position

We are looking for someone who has a great rapport with others and a cheerful,

positive attitude to join our Onehunga community part-time. Familiarity

with clay/ceramic processes preferred. 

Key duties

We are seeking an enthusiastic team player who will actively contribute to the

development and ongoing management of our Kiln and Bisqueware facilities

Kiln Technician Job Duties include:

Kiln and Bisque Facilities:

Loading and Unloading Kilns

Firing Large Stoneware Kiln and all electric Kilns

Shelf grinding/shelf washing

Ability to work safely with, and demonstrate proper use of, a wide array of hand

tools, power tools, and machinery.

Excellent interpersonal, oral and written communication skills, close attention

to detail, and strong organizational and time management abilities.

A desire to learn new skills 

Keeping order in the bisque shed for the terms: Rotating and removing old

bisque ware to the outside area

Monday: transferring work from the weekend into the kiln shed

Order and maintain an inventory of all materials and supplies used in the kiln

shed, which include cones, shelving, ceramic shelf wash, grog, gloves, safety

Equipment and other materials as needed.

Implement OSH requirements

Schedule and supervise regular cleaning of the Kiln Shed to ensure their proper

functioning, safety and accessibility as learning/creative environment for



students, staff and members.

Demonstrated willingness to learn new equipment and processes as required.

Strong record keeping; in order to track firing logs, inventory, supplies,

documentation and related costs.

Ability to adjust and work overtime if needed (rare occasions – paid at same

rate)

This is a 10 hour per week - over 3 days per week (Monday Wednesday and

Friday), contractor position.

Click here to apply

Auckland Studio Potters
96 Captain Springs Road - Onehunga, Auckland

New Zealand
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